LEADING
POSITIVE
CHANGE
Do you want to learn to maximize your unique skills

We will help participants to further connect to what

and strengths? Are you interested in developing your

they care about, while helping them to engage in

leadership abilities to bring out the best in others?
This workshop will expand leaders’ capacity to lead
positive change and inspire leadership in others.

The focus of this workshop will be on developing
leadership capacities to lead self, others, and the
organization based on Appreciative Inquiry and other

new ways of thinking, organizing and achieving their

A DIGITAL WORKSHOP by
Jen Hetzel Silbert

highest potential. Skill practice and action learning

Jen Hetzel Silbert, MSOD

will be designed to create a safe and honest space

Facilitator | Executive Coach | Keynote

for sharing reflections/insights among participants
while applying curriculum insights to everyday work
situations.

strengths-based and high-engagement approaches.

Increase self-awareness around leadership style

This workshop will provide approaches, tools, and

Seek out and elevate strengths in yourself and

practical first steps for applying these methodologies

others

(and philosophy) to your work and to life.

Understand the theory and practice of

Jen

is

gifted

at

engaging

understanding, and ability to lead positive change in
your organization through a combination of didactic,
skill building, experiential-learning and group process
dialogue/reflection.

and

galvanizing

diverse

audiences. A trailblazer in designing learning programs
grounded

in

positive

psychology,

Jen

brings

over

20

years in strength-based facilitation, strategic planning
and leadership development in Fortune 500 companies,
cities, schools, and indigenous villages around the world.

Appreciative Inquiry (AI)
You will increase individual awareness,

& Tony Silbert

Tony Silbert, MSOD

Reframe problems in order to identify
opportunities and inspire positive change
Ask positive questions in ways that foster

Facilitator | Coach | Strategy Consultant
Tony is an innately curious, charismatic thought leader
who inspires people to believe in and achieve more. He

learning, connection, and trust

brings

Understand the basic science and research

consulting,

around positive psychology and neuroscience

and executive coaching, and is a pioneer in strengths-

Create ownership, buy-in and engagement

based and participatory approaches to planning and

across next level leadership

change.

over

25

years

organization

of

experience

development,

in

training

business
design,

